Many recent studies in image captioning rely on an architecture which learns the mapping from images to sentences in an end-to-end fashion. However, generating an accurate and complete description requires identifying all entities, their mutual interactions and the context of the image. In this work, we show that an intermediate image-to-attributes layer can dramatically improve captioning results over the current approach which directly connects an RNN to a CNN. We propose a two-stage procedure for training such an attribute-based approach: in the first stage, we mine a number of keywords from the training sentences which we use as semantic attributes for images, and learn the mapping from images to those attributes with a CNN; in the second stage, we learn the mapping from detected attribute occurrence likelihoods to sentence description using LSTM. We then demonstrate the effectiveness of our two-stage model with captioning experiments on three benchmark datasets, which are Flickr8k, Flickr30K and MS COCO.
Introduction
Humans possess a remarkable capacity to describe an image using fully formed sentences on the basis of even a quick glance at its contents. This is a challenging task to automate, since the generated sentences must describe not only the objects that are present in the image, but also their attributes and relationships to each other [11] . Although a large number of previous work in visual understanding has focused on solving these tasks separately, the most well-studied being image classification [8] and object recognition [10] , it is still difficult to progress from the outputs of these tasks to obtain natural language descriptions that take into account context and understanding of the entire scene.
Many recent studies in image captioning rely on a so-called "end-to-end" architecture. This is inspired by recent advances in machine translation [2, 7, 35] , in which a source sentence is fed into an 'encoder' RNN (recurrent neural network) and transformed into a fixed-length vector representation, which in turn is used as the initial hidden state of a 'decoder' RNN that generates the target sentence. Following this idea, recent successful works on image captioning, such as [6, 9, 19, 29, 38] use a CNN (convolutional neural network) as an image 'encoder' to produce a fixed-length vector representation [21, 25, 33, 36] , which is then fed into the 'decoder' RNN to generate a caption sentence.
Learning a mapping directly from images to sentences is certainly attractive. However, generating an accurate and complete description requires identifying all entities, their mutual interactions and the context of the image [19] . In this work, we introduce an intermediate image-to-attributes learning stage into the CNN-LSTM based end-to-end image captioning system. Attributes are chosen according to their saliency in the caption text as a whole, and may be any word that occurs in any caption, including nouns, verbs, and adjectives. By mining attributes from captions we are describing images in a way that focuses on the important parts but not the irrelevant background detail. Specifically, we propose a two-stage pipeline as shown in Figure 1 . The model includes a image understanding part and a language generation part. The image understanding part contains a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) which generates image representations and an additional layer which detects semantic attributes. The language generation part receives the semantic attributes representation as the initial hidden state of a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) that generates the target sentence. An attribute detector SVM is trained to find the maximum-margin hyperplane that divides positive attributes from those negatives (Section 3.1) and the language model is then trained to maximize the likelihood of the target description sentence given the training attributes (Section 3.2).
Some early work [22, 41] attempted to learn separate detectors for objects, modifiers and prepositions and then stitch them together to form an English sentence. However, these models rely on hard-coded visual concepts and sentence templates, which impose limits on their variety. In our model, although we also pre-define a vocabulary of visual attributes and train a detector for each attribute, we have several differences. First, unlike [22, 41] , whose vocabulary is from separate hand-labeled training data, our attribute vocabulary is built based on captions in training images. The direct use of captions from training data guarantees that the most salient attributes for this data can be extracted and the attributes vocabulary from captions contain a wide variety of concepts including nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Secondly, instead of generating sentences by filling sentence templates slots [22] or semantic structures [11, 30] with detected attributes directly, we encode each image as a vector of dimension equal to the size of attribute vocabulary and then feed this vector to an RNN decoder to generate the target sentence based on a much larger word dictionary, which allows for greater generation variety.
Our main contribution is to show that it is beneficial to add an intermediate imageto-attributes learning stage into the currently popular CNN-LSTM based end-to-end image captioning system. This conclusion is supported by several evaluations on three benchmark datasets (see Section 4) . First, we evaluate the effectiveness of the intermediate semantic attribute representation using ground truth labels and find that it yields significantly better performance compared to state-of-the-art methods. For instance, on the MS COCO dataset, we yield a BLEU-4 score of 0.40, compared to the current highest state-of-the-art of 0.25. Secondly, our two-stage approach that uses detected attributes occurrence likelihood significantly improves over the end-to-end baseline training framework and achieve state-ofthe-art: we obtain a BLEU-4 score of 0.26, 0.20 and 0.25 on Flickr 8K, Flickr 30K and MS COCO, separately, while the average of recent state-of-the-art on these three datasets are 0.17, 0.16 and 0.22.
Related Work
The problem of annotating images with natural language at the scene level has long been studied in both computer vision and natural language processing. Hodosh et al. [15] propose to frame sentence-based image annotation as the task of ranking a given pool of captions. Similarly, some other previous works also treat the task as a retrieval problem [16, 31, 13] , such methods are based on the idea of co-embedding of images and text in the same vector space. Given an image query, captions are retrieved which lie close to the image features in the embedding space. Most recently, Socher et al. [34] use neural networks to co-embed image and sentences together and Karpathy et al. [19] co-embed image crops and subsentences. Both do not attempt to generate novel captions.
Motivated by recent developments in the recognition of objects, attributes and locations, several approaches have been explored for image captioning based on fixed templates that are filled by detected attributes. Farhadi et al. [12] use detections to infer a triplet of scene elements which is converted to text using template. Li et al. [26] compose image descriptions given computer vision based inputs such as detected objects and locations using web-scale ngrams. A more complicated CRF-based of attributes detections beyond triplets is proposed by Kulkarni [22] et al. The advantage of templates-based methods is that the final generation results are more likely to be grammatically correct. The drawback is that they still rely on hard-coded visual concepts and suffer the implied limits on the variety of the output. Instead of using fixed templates, more powerful language models based on language parsing have been developed such as [1, 23, 30, 24] . These language models utilize syntactic and semantic constrains. Most recently, Fang et al. [11] propose to learn detectors for several visual concepts based on a multi-instance learning framework, and a language model trained on captions was then applied to the detector outputs. The success of this model relies on a re-scoring process from a joint image-text embedding space.
Unlike the above approaches, our language generation model is based on Recurrent Neural Networks. RNNs have been used to generate sentences previosuly, Mao et al. [29] , for instance, propose a multimodal RNN (m-RNN) to estimate the probability distribution of the next word given previous words and deep CNN feature of image at each time step. Similarly, Kiros et al. [20] construct a joint multimodal embedding space by using a powerful deep CNN model and an LSTM that encodes text. Karpathy and Fei-Fei [18] also propose a multimodal RNN generative model, but different from [29] , their RNN is conditioned on the image information only at the first time step. Unlike these joint embedding approaches, Vinyals et al. [38] combine deep CNNs for image classification with LSTM for sequence modeling, to create a single network that generates descriptions of images. Likewise, Donahue et al [9] also use LSTMs as the sequential model to generate sentence. Both the CNN features and the previous word are provided as inputs to a stack of four LSTMs at each time step. Most recently, Xu et al. [40] have proposed a model based on visual attention. Different from all the above approaches who use image CNN features as inputs directly to the RNNs and LSTMs and train the model using single objective, we first detect semantic attributes by applying a CNN to an image and integrating them to a fixed-length vector.
Using Attributes for Captioning
Our approach is summarised in Figure 1 . The whole model includes a vision understanding part and a language generation part. In the vision understanding part, we first use supervised learning to create detectors for a set of attributes, based on words commonly found in image captions. To train such detectors, we encode each image using convolutional neural network (CNN) features and then train a linear SVM for each attribute class. Secondly, a fixed length vector V att (I) is created for each image I, whose size is equal to the size of attributes dictionary V att . Each dimension of the vector contains the detection score for that particular attribute. In the language generation part, we follow [38] to apply a LSTMbased sentence generator. However, rather than using image features directly, we use the attributes vector V att (I).
Figure 1:
Our two-stage image captioning framework. The first stage is the vision understanding part, which learns a mapping between an image and semantic attributes through CNN. The second stage is the language generation part, which learns a mapping from input attributes vector (red arrow) to a sequence of words through LSTM. In the end-to-end baseline mode, CNN features are input to the LSTM directly (blue dash arrow), without the attributes detector.
Attributes Detector
To detect a set of attributes in an image, we first need a vocabulary of attributes. Unlike [22, 41] , whose vocabulary is from separate hand-labeled training data, our semantic attributes are extracted from training captions and can be any part of speech, including objects name (nouns), motions (verbs) and object properties (adjectives). We use the K (K = 300 in our experiments) most common words in the training captions to determine the attributes vocabulary V att . Similar to [11] , the top 15 most frequent closed-class words such as 'a','on','of' are removed since they are detected in nearly every image. Moreover, the vocabulary is not tense and plural sensitive, for instance, 'ride' and 'riding' are classified as the same semantic attribute, the same applying to 'bag' and 'bags'.
Given this attributes vocabulary, we want to detect the attributes in images. Because we do not have ground truth correspondence between sub-image bounding boxes and attributes, standard supervised classifier learning techniques are ruled out. Instead we treat this as a multi-label classification problem. Although sophisticated multi-label learning methods can be adopted here, we transfer this as a set of independent binary SVM classification problems via the "one-vs-all" scheme [27] . We have a labeled multi-label training set
, where x i is the input feature vector for the entire i-th image, and its label vector y i is a {+1, −1}-valued vector with length K (the size of attributes vocabulary). y ik = 1 indicates that the k-th attribute is present in the i-th image; otherwise, the attribute is absent. For the k-th class (k = 1, ..., K), the binary SVM training is a standard quadratic optimization problem:
where ξ ik are the slack variables and C is the trade-off parameter. Once trained, the set of binary classifiers from all attribute classes can be used independently to predict the attributes vector V att (I) for an unlabeled image I.
For the feature representation x i of the i-th image in the above formulations, we use CNN features, which have recently emerged as a powerful class of models for image classification and detection. We use the pre-trained VggNet [33] on ImageNet dataset [8] . This model has been widely used in image captioning tasks such as [29, 18, 11] .
Sentence Generator
Similar to [29, 18, 38] , we propose to train a language generation model by maximising the probability of the correct description given the image. However, rather than using image features directly as in the literature, we use the semantic attributes label V att (I) from the previous section as the input. Suppose {S 1 , ..., S L } is a sequence of words. The log-likelihood of the words given their context words and corresponding images can be written as:
where p(S t |S 1:t−1 , V att (I)) is the probability of generating the word S t given attributes vector V att (I) and previous words S 1:t−1 . We employ the LSTM [14] to model this.
The LSTM, a particular form of RNNs, is a memory cell encoding knowledge at every time step for what inputs have been observed up to this step. We follow the model used in [43] . Letting σ be the sigmoid nonlinearity, the LSTM updates for time step t given inputs Figure 2 : A LSTM cell learns how to weight its input, erase the memory and control how this memory should be emitted. Here, i t , f t , c t , o t are the input, forget, memory, output state of the LSTM. The various W matrices are trained parameters and represents the product with a gate value. h t is the hidden state at time step t and is fed to a Softmax, which will produce a probability distribution p t+1 over all words and indicate the word at time step t + 1. An illustration of a LSTM cell can be found in Figure 2 .
Training Details The LSTM model is trained in an unrolled form. More formally, the LSTM takes the attributes vector V att (I) and a sequence of input words S = (S 0 , ..., S L , S L+1 ), where the word S L+1 is a special END token and S 0 is a special start word "the". Each word has been represented as a one-hot vector S t of dimension equal to the size of words dictionary. Noting this words dictionary is not the same as the semantic attributes vocabulary V att . The training procedure is as following: At time step t = −1, we set x −1 = W ea V att (I) and h initial = 0, where W ea is the learnable attributes embedding weights. This gives us an initial LSTM hidden state h −1 which can be used in the next time step. From t = 0 to t = L + 1, we set x t = W es S t and the hidden state h t−1 is given by the previous step, where W es is the learnable word embedding weights. The probability distribution p t+1 over all words is then computed by the LSTM feed-forward process. Finally, on the last step when S L+1 represents the last word, the target label is set to the END token.
Our training objective is to learn parameters W ea , W es and all parameters in LSTM by minimising the following cost function:
where N is the number of training examples and L (i) is the length of the sentence for the i-th training example. p t (S (i) t ) corresponds to the activation of the Softmax layer in the LSTM model for the i-th input and θ represents model parameters, λ θ ·||θ|| 2 2 is a regularization term. We use SGD with mini-batches of 100 image-sentence pairs. The attributes embedding size, word embedding size and hidden state size are all set to 256 in all the experiments. The learning rate is set to 0.001 and clip gradients is 5. The dropout rate is set to 0.5.
Experimental Results

Datasets
We report results on the popular Flickr8k [15] , Flickr30k [42] and Microsoft COCO dataset [28] . These datasets contain 8000, 31000 and 123287 images respectively, and each image is annotated with 5 sentences. In our reported results, we use pre-defined splits for Flickr8k, 1000 for validation, 1000 for testing and the rest for training. Since there is a lack of standardized splits for Flickr30k and MS COCO, we report results with the publicly available splits in the work of [18] , which use 1000 images for validation, 1000 for testing for Flickr30k, and 5000 images for both validation and testing in MS COCO.
Evaluation on Generated Captions
Metrics: We report results with the frequently used BLEU metric and sentence perplexity (PPL). BLEU [32] scores are originally designed for automatic machine translation where they measure the fraction of N-grams (up to 4-gram) that are in common between a hypothesis and a reference or set of references. Here we compare against 5 references. The perplexity (PPL) is a standard measure for evaluating language models. It measures how many bits on average would be needed to encode each word given the language model, so a low PPL means a better language model. For MS COCO dataset, we additionally evaluate our model based on the metrics of METEOR [3] and CIDEr [37] . All scores (except PPL) are computed with the coco-caption code [4] .
Results: Table 1 to 3 report our results on Flickr8k, Flickr30k and Microsoft COCO dataset. To verify the effectiveness of our semantic attributes representation, we provide a baseline method that use CNN image features as the input to the LSTM-based sentence generator. The BaseLine framework is same as the one proposed in section 3.2, except that the attributes vector V att (I) is replaced by CNN features CNN(I) directly (see the blue arrow in Figure 1 ). Various CNN architectures are applied in the baseline method to extract image features, such as VggNet [33] and GoogLeNet [36] . For the VggNet+LSTM, we use the second fully connected layer (fc7) as the image features, which has 4096 dimensions. In VggNet-PCA+LSTM, a PCA is applied to decrease the feature dimension from 4096 to 1000. For the GoogLeNet+LSTM, we use the model provided in the Caffe Model Zoo [17] and the last average pooling layer is employed, which is a 1024-d vector.
We evaluate several variants of our approach: gt-attributes models use ground-truth attributes labels as the input while predict-attributes uses the attributes vector V att (I) predicted by the attribute detector in section 3.1. For the BeamSearch models, we follow [38] and iteratively consider the set of b best sentences up to time t as candidates to generate sentences at time t + 1, and only keep the best b results. We set the beam size b as 20. The Sampling method is simply to sample from the distribution p t+1 and set its embedding vector x t+1 as the input of the time t + 1, and repeat this process until the END token is generated. Several recent state-of-the-art models evaluation on different datasets are also reported for comparison.
For Flickr dataset, the gt-attributes models perform best. Although the outstanding performance might rely on the using of ground truth attributes labels, we report these results here just to show the advances of adding an intermediate image-to-word mapping stage. Ideally, if we are able to train a strong attributes detector which gives us a good enough estimation of attributes, we could obtain an outstanding improvement comparing with recent state-of-the-art. The result of using predict-attributes-BeamSearch on Flickr8k gives us such an example: because of the high performance of our attributes detector on this dataset (the detection mAP achieved 0.85), we get 0.73 for BLEU-1 and 0.26 for BLEU-4 while the baseline method is 0.56 and 0.16, the best state-of-the-art [40] who includes the attention in, is 0.67 and 0.21, separately. On Flickr30k, our predict-attributes-BeamSearch model also outperform those end-to-end schemes using CNN features directly input, such as NeuralTalk [18] who uses VggNet and NIC [38] who uses GoogLeNet. We also outperforms m-RNN [29] and LRCN [9] , which input CNN features at each time step. We achieve equal results as [40] , 0.67 and 0.20 for BLEU-1 and BLEU-4, respectively. Our PPL is lower (lower is better) than others.
Microsoft COCO is a recently published challenge dataset, which has much bigger size than Flickr8k and Flickr30k. Similar to results in table 1 and table 2 forms much better, achieving 0.80 in BLEU-1, 0.40 in BLEU-4 and the highest CIDEr. Our predict-attributes models results are not as good as in Flick8k and Flickr30k. The drop is caused by the low attributes prediction accuracy using our SVM-based detector, whose mAP is only 0.55. However, our predict-attributes-BeamSearch model still achieves 0.25 in BLEU-4, exceeding the baseline methods and some of the end-to-end methods such as NeuralTalk and LRCN. Some qualitative results are shown in Figure 3 and more results can be found in the supplementary material. The overall best performance is reported by Xu et al [40] , who use an attention based model. Fang et al. can obtain better performance from finetuned CNN features [11] . Our final model achieves 0.72 in the CIDEr score, without any fine-tuning. We also evaluate an approach (not shown in table) that combines CNN features and attributes vector together as the input of the LSTM, but we find this approach is not as good as using attributes vector only in the same setting. In any case, above experiments show that an intermediate image-to-words learning stage can help bridge the gap between image and its captions.
Limitations
Although our results using ground truth attributes labels are promising, the predict-attributes models do not significantly improve on the current state-of-the-art on MS COCO dataset. The main reason for the drop in performance is the accuracy of our attributes detector. A possible approach is to predict attributes at image regional level instead of using the entire images. Other than the method posed in [11] to detect visual content using multi-instance learning, CNN based multi-label classification [39] also can be applied to improve our results. Additionally, the semantic attributes vocabulary need to be analysed further. Some attributes might not be useful at all for the further sentence generation and some of them might be more important than others. Using attributes label vector and RNNs to generate sentence is still an open question. 
Conclusions
Although end to end models are a popular approach to image captioning, they are not the only option. In this work, we introduce an alternative two-stage training procedure by adding an intermediate image-to-attributes layer. The mapping between images and attributes are learned through CNN at the first stage; at the second stage, we learn the mapping from detected attributes occurrence likelihood to sentence description via LSTM. We show that this approach leads to state-of-the-art performances across three datasets. The attributes detector and other details such as using deeper RNNs or more hidden neurons can no doubt be improved. However, the present results clearly show that an intermediate image-to-words layer can improve the performance of the end-to-end single objective training scheme. Figure 3 : Qualitative results for images in the Microsoft COCO dataset. Selected attributes and corresponding detection scores are shown at the right side of each image. Our generated caption (in black), the BaseLine generation results (in blue), and a human caption (in red) are shown below. Words in our generated sentence do not need to be appeared in the detector outputs and vice versa.
